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The 2019- 2020 Hampton Roads Youth Poet Laureate,
Imagine, who uses the pronouns they and them, is a

member of Teens With a Purpose’s poetry division known
as Hampton Roads Youth Poets (HRYP) and a rising high

school senior. Through their involvement with TWP's poetry
program, they have performed in cities such as DC,

Houston, Philadelphia, and Baltimore. They even performed
a group piece at the Something in the Water festival this

past April. 
They learned about TWP through the Hear This initiative.

They then attended three of their summer camps and
became a full-fledged member the next June. In fact, they
currently are working for the TWP summer camps as a

counselor and leader to uplift, encourage, and inspire other
youth poets to speak their truths, like they have done. 
Imagine is an unapologetic poet, who tells their truth

through their poetry. 

Imagine's Bio



Thank You Note to Ursula 
2006
sitting in my great-grandmother's living room
pushing the  VCR tape in 
Holding my breath
I can’t wait for the magic that ready to unfold
I hear a deep sensual voice 
Who says coming soon to theaters
After a bubbly wash of previews  
Little mermaid glistens over my screen
5 year old me is overflowing with excitement
I loved turning pillowcases into mermaid fins
Loved learning about the versatility of dinglehoppers
Loved turning my bathtub into an underwater shipwreck worth exploring
But the real starfish was the sea witch herself
A laugh that emits the force of a tidal wave
A body that  sashays  around her Chambers in Elegance
A walk that attracts even the most handsome of merfolk 
An aurora brighter than flotsum and jetsum lighting 
 Ursula
You are Everything I want to grow into
A fierce queen who gets wants she wants 
Is headstrong and confident 
Never apologizing for existing
In some spaces I Feel the need to constrict myself 
Cuz apparently a boy in heels with a little eye shadow is venom
So I limit  myself for approval
Who gives a damn about the fact I feel trapped on the inside 
At least I'm still breathing 
We've heard so many stories of queer kids drowning 
Drowning in hate 
Drowning in slurs 
Drowning in bruised and bloody knuckles 
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Drowned in scratched baseball bats 
And bullet casings 
I don't understand why no one is diving in to save us
They all know how to swim
But instead they watch us drown
Mourn names afterwards like they didn't have a chance to rescue us 
like they ain't lock eyes with us as we sank into the deep blue darkness
But you take up all the space you want to
Dare a motherfucker yo even look at you sideways 
All it takes is one fiery glance they melt at your feet 
You dance like your body is weightless 
I want to be Free like that
To get you a point where any dance floor is my underwater lair
Where every song is my solo 
I get a magical spin transformation sequence
Into a black floor-length dress 
with frills that look like tentacles 
For Once in that moment 
Giving every last drop of feminine energy I have
It isn't too much 
Isn't a nuisance or distraction
Isn't an act against God
It's just a child dancing
Living their life to the music they love
I live my life not just for you underwater Queen
But for all of your subjects who have modeled themselves after you 
Who were  persecuted and hunted but  never stopped thriving
Who shine brighter than any of King Triton's bullshit rainbows 
Because a queen like you is the true definition of magic
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Mr. Gentrification
They call me mr. Nice guy
I love to do charity work
Seeing other people happy feeds my soul
Which creates my Cheshire Cat grin
That people get a treacherous energy from
But if you can get past it I promise we will get along just fine  
you could call me a cleaner
I remodel poverty-stricken communities and make them fit for monarchs
Of course my services are compensated 
But nothing makes me more delighted than seeing others  beam with pride
Garbage riddled streets become Yellow Brick Roads lined with gold
Low income housing become palaces laced with diamonds and emeralds
Corner stores become Exquisite dining Halls filled with only the most toothsome
cuisine 
You know what they say in the kitchen don’t you
You must crack a few eggs before you can make an omelet
Sometimes this process is not Picture Perfect pretty
It gets a little chaotic
Unfortunately chaos is too be expected in my field of practice
People adapt and find comfort in what they know
My business is all about evolution
And honestly i don't understand how you survive living like this
Do you really think this ghetto is presentable
You have shirtless babies walking in diapers
Your children are strung out on drugs  living off of your aching bones
Which you relieve with alcohol and percocets 
But cry out about how I'm killing your culture
I'm sorry It doesn't seem like you have much to be proud of
Our founding fathers didn't build a nation for you to sit there growing fat 
We extended our kindness to your people
You complain about being stolen from your home 
But we did it to civilize you
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Of course our founding fathers were too kind hearted to realize
Once an animal always an animal 
Once they realized you'd only take advantage of their kindness
Got tired of your revolutions being such a nuisance
They were forced to turn their kind hand into a harsh fist
Forced you into this grimy hole to teach you a lesson
Now it seems you've become too content living as slobs
Once again you only have yourself to blame  
I'll bleed your pockets dry until your forced to sell loaves of bread for blankets
 government checks can't help you when your fingers are so weak from the cold
they can’t open your mailbox
In this game of Life we don't accept handouts 
You earn what you work for 
The way you fantasize about escaping the hood I figured you'd be grateful
Don't you see I'm trying to give this pigsty some potential
You constantly complain about being a product of your environment
but when I come in and try to find a solution to the issue I'm the bad guy
The only reason I'm here is to get money circulating in this community
 money makes the world go round
If I must crush a few minorities under my bootheel to obtain my profit
I'll kick you out of your home like the heartless devil I am and pop back into my
people-pleasing persona like it never even happened
I love playing mr. Nice guy
You're right not to trust me or my Cheshire Cat grin 
Oh I'm sorry
Throughout  our  whole interaction I forgot to introduce myself
How impolite of me
How do you do
My name is Mister gentrification
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